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ÉPICERIE

CAVE À VIN

Specialist French Groceries
Our épicerie is a gem for serious Francophiles – a small yet
perfectly curated distillation of the kind of gastronomic delights
found at La Grande Epicerie de Paris coupled with the foodie treats
fortuitously happened upon on a leisurely tour around France.

How about taking home a bottle of wine that you’ve tried
with us and especially enjoyed? Our cave à vin sells all the
wines listed in our salons, plus some French beers, ciders
and digestifs – perfect for gifts.

Unearth the very best fleur de sel de Guérande, honey redolent
of Provençal maquis plus recherché condiments, authentic coq
au vin and aromatic fish soups. Discover a greedy selection of the
rich delights of the South-West for the store cupboard: definitive
hearty cassoulet, warming Puy lentils cooked in duck fat, true
Basque piperade, distinctive and transporting flavours to bring
France to the table.
Tarts, Baguettes, Cheese & more
Freshly baked viennoiserie including proper flaky croissants,
delightful tarts and crisp baguettes can be enjoyed in our café or
taken away with other specialities from the delicatessen such as
Lucques olives, enticing saucisson and cheeses expertly ripened.
Gifts & Hampers
Choose from a selection of distinctive treats with gorgeous
packaging (including revered Maison Pebeyre truffle products).
Consider too our range of bespoke hampers, tailored to suit
budget and taste.
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Our expert sommelier team is always on hand for advice
and can help match wines to specific tastes or requirements.
The team can suggest suitable pairings with items from our
épicerie to make every occasion extra special.

We are pleased to offer a tempting
10% discount at the épicerie for those
making purchases after dining

OPENING HOURS
Drop into the épicerie and cave à vin at any time
during the neighbouring bistro opening hours.
Monday to Friday from 7.30am to late supper
Saturday and Sunday from 9am to late supper
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